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DOT STANDZONYOGA MAT STANDZON
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Anti-fatigue Yoga mat StandzOn
Soft ergonomic mat with cork or textile-clad surface. The core 
is made of absorbent and silencing material polyurethane. 
Thickness 18 mm.

YOGA MAT STANDZON
Yoga is an ergonomically designed anti-fatigue mat that is ideal for standing work. It is a 
workplace mat made in the absorbent and sound-absorbing polyurethane material.  
The carpet features a handle that allows it to be easily hung on your screen when not in 
use. Fits hanging on the ScreenIT A30 hook. By standing up and working, you can pre-
vent some diseases, gain better posture and a higher level of wellbeing. Why not use 
Yoga mat to do simple yoga or gymnastics exercises at lunch?

ANTI-FATIGUE DOT STANDZON
Dot StandzOn is new in this range of products this year as a sibling to popular Yoga Mat 
StandzOn. The circular shape nicely breaks off the classic square and rectangular shapes 
office furnishing often consists of. By standing throughout the day you are helping your 
body to stay healthy, all while building a better posture. The mat is made of polyurethane 
material, which helps to relieve the body of the effort of stand up work. It can also be 
hung conveniently with its handle on the desk hook or Screenit A30 Hook, see page 100.

Anti-fatigue mat Dot StandzOn
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Soft ergonomic mat with cork or textile-clad surface. The core 
is made of absorbent and silencing material polyurethane. 
Thickness 18 mm.
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Hook to be mounted under the desk. Screws included.
671088-1 white  -2 black  -3 silver

Hook for Dot StandzOnHook for ScreenIT A30
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Hook in metal to be hung over the screen.


